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"); document.getElementById("myform").submit(); } window.onload=function() {
document.getElementById("loading").style.display="none"; } I want to submit above form.
shareimprove this answer edited Sep 6 '16 at 1:02 answered Aug 27 '13 at 15:43 Andrew Koper
1,73541732 add a comment up vote 12 down vote accepted I have several scripts running on this
page and evidently one script was conflicting with another. ");
document.getElementById("myform").submit(); } window.onload=function() {
document.getElementById("loading").style.display="none"; } I want to submit above form. My case:
I have global error handler set through window.onerror. Danita commented Mar 3, 2016 I have a
project set up with Webpack hot module reload. Home Support Forum Firefox TypeError:
document.getelementbyid(.) . I'd like to have componentWillUnmount run for the components being
unmounted(with force) and all its children before i remove the reference. you did this and it blew
things up, we stopped allowing this in 0.13. Or open the Help menu and click on the Restart with Add-
ons Disabled. The function I am using is something like this, it simply switches pages,
go(UserPage({user: {name: 'k'}) or shows an error page if an error happened. Port Scanner for
Mozilla Firefox URL/Domain Name/IP Address: Start port: End port: Enter port numbers separated by
space. To handle this, you need to introduce a delay before your JavaScript is executed, like putting
it inside a function that isn't called until the browser has "executed" all of the HTML and fires the
event "DOM ready." With raw JavaScript, use window.onload: window.onload=function() { /*your
code here* /*var date = document.getElementById("date"); /*alert(date); } With jQuery, use
document ready: $(document).ready(function() { /*your code here* /*var date =
document.getElementById("date"); /*alert(date); }); This way, your JavaScript won't run until the
browser has built the DOM, the HTML element exists (not null :-) ) and your JavaScript can find it and
attach an event handler to it. If you look above this error message and ignore it, you will see the real
error message. But it shows me JavaScript error in Console that "TypeError:
document.getelementbyid(.) is null" This error is for code:
document.getElementById("myform").submit(); I am using Firefox 24.0 and Windows 7. tcurdt
commented Jan 6, 2016 Cannot read property 'currentElement' of null is such a useless error
message. function go(page) { try { React.render(App(null, page), mount); catch (e) {
React.render(App(null, ErrorPage({error : e})), mount); } } Test case Is there any way to manually
clear the state besides removing and reinserting the dom element? I tried
React.unmountComponentAtNode() but it throws the same error. negative offsets. I see that my fix is
the same as giskard22 and with it everything works as expected. Contributor Scotis commented May
6, 2014 Hmm ok I'll look into it. Maybe (optionally) logging a dump describing the unexpected
variation, when in dev mode(?). Most devs put their JavaScript in the head of their HTML file. On
Sunday, April 10, 2016, Dan Abramov notificationsgithub.com wrote: This error message usually just
mean that render() of some component threw during the initial mount. blairanderson commented
Oct 22, 2015 I am seeing this quite a bit, but very little headway towards finding the root cause.
TypeError: $("#gallery-nav-button") is null [Break On This Error] $('#gallery-nav-
button').addClass('animated fadeOutRightBig'); Here is my code: JS $(function() { $("#close-gallery-
nav-button").click(function() { $('#gallery-nav-button').addClass('animated fadeOutRightBig'); }); });
HTML X Click Here for Gallery Navigation Instructions. If you look above this error message and
ignore it, you will see the real error message. Stack Overflow works best with JavaScript enabled .. i
know this issue is closed and piling on prolly doesn't help much, but i've had massive problems
trying to update the website at my work from react 12 (i know) to react 13, which in theory shouldn't
be hard to do. oklas commented Feb 21, 2017 What is exactly solved is meant by that: this is being
solved in v15 with unstablehandleError() I have react 5.14.1 I only add to render() method the next:
(undefined).x and see Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read property 'currentElement' of null . Reply to
this email directly or view it on GitHub #4026 (comment) James J. If it's really necessary, I will
provide the IRC chat transcript with the Mozilla employee that confirmed the issue. Join Stack
Overflow to learn, share knowledge, and build your career. comment:15 Changed 7 years ago by
dmethvin #9054 is a duplicate of this ticket. oklas referenced this issue Feb 21, 2017 Closed Error:
performUpdateIfNecessary: Unexpected batch number . Not sure whether this would work, but
theres higher chance it will than if you just ReactDOM.render() into an existing container thats
messed up. comment:20 Changed 6 years ago by alexis Just ran in this problem with 1.5.2. Pick a
username Email Address Password Sign up for GitHub Already on GitHub? Sign in to your account
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TypeError: document.defaultView.getComputedStyle(.) is null #41 Closed Scotis opened this Issue
May 6, 2014 9 comments Comments Assignees No one assigned Labels bug Projects None yet
Milestone No milestone 2 participants Contributor Scotis commented May 6, 2014 I get the following
error in Firefox 29: "TypeError: document.defaultView.getComputedStyle(.) is null" The iframes I am
resizing are created dynamically on the page with javascript and are inside a div that has "display:
none" - so they are not visible when they are created (I do this because I want to animate the reveal
of the iframe's content) 5a02188284 
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